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 Thank you for stopping by so early! The sun is about to rise and the carnival players are getting ready for the show. 
Would you like to have a sneaky peek in their tents to see what they’re doing?
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Known only as ‘The Captain’, this sword-fighter is the world’s greatest - today he’s taking it easy by practising with just four opponents!
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Colombina likes to practise her escape skills by hanging with Fluffy... her pet shark!
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Corallina, the carnival manager, is always trying to find her own skill but can’t decide which!
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As usual, Florindo, the carnival singer, practises his skill in front of his biggest fan... himself!
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Zanni must have got bored practising with normal swords so decided to set them on fire first!
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The world’s smartest man is making a special brain-increasing potion. Now he’s adding the final ingredient... his smelly old socks!
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Pantaloon practises his signature move, the four-point ricochet apple slice... before he puts the apple on his head! 
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Pulchinella the clown is always being silly with buckets of goo or crazy robots... but probably shouldn’t mix them!
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Stenatello plans another tricky riddle for her audience... ‘I’m tall when I’m young and I’m short when I’m old. What am I?’
*The answer is on the page somewhere!
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The carnival acrobat, Harelquin, is practising his jelly-balance tightrope walk. If he doesn’t make it across, he doesn’t get dessert!  



Stentarello's Riddles
Q. I can go fast or slow but you can't stop my flow, what am I?

A. Find the answer on Zanni's page! (page 7)

Q. What is full of holes but still holds water?
A. Find the answer on Harlequin's page! (page 12)

Q. What has to be broken before you can use it?
A. Find the answer on Florindo's page! (page 6)

Q. I don't eat food, but I do enjoy a light meal every day. What am I?
A. Find the answer on Corallina's page! (page 5)
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